
TOFT LITTLE NICKY
Price: £3,750.00   (excl VAT)
Sire: CUZCO FREDDY
Dam: TOFT NESSA
Type: Pregnant Female (Pregnant)
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: White
Registered With: British Alpaca Society
UKBAS 38331
Date of Birth: 23rd May 2020

TOFT LITTLE NICKY

White - Huacaya

CUZCO FREDDY

(Dark Fawn (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

TOFT NESSA

(White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

CUZCO ALFIE (SW)

CUZCO CARMELLA (W/LF)

ACCOYO ALPACAS ARAGORN (SW)

TOFT NOOTLIN (SW)

RAZZLE DAZZLE OF BOZEDOWN (IMP)

(SLF)

BOZEDOWN ANGEL (SMF)

TOFT SIDIOUS (SLB)

BOZEDOWN CARRIE (SW)

TOFT CUSCO (SW)

TOFT NUTMEG (SLF)

ACCOYO MACHIAVELLI (IMP) (SW)

ACCOYO ALLIANZA ANGELINA (IMP)

(SW)

Fleece: (3rd)

26.50µ  SD 5.10µ  CV 19.30%  % Over 30 Microns(µ) 21.10%  

(taken on 15th April 2023 at 2 Years and 11 Months of age)

Description: 

TOFT LITTLE NICKY is a young white and mid brown female out of TOFT NESSA (SLW)  and CUZCO Freddy (SDF)
our very dense dark fawn stud male whose offspring are now starting to make their mark in the showring. 

As you can clearly see from the above photo Little Nicky has a large Dark Fawn patch on her right flank. However there
is no evidence of any other dark fibres in the rest of her fleece and she produces solid coloured offspring.

TOFT LITTLE NICKY is as her name implies a compact alpaca produced from an equally compact mother Toft Nessa
who can to produce alpacas similar to herself though not always as TOFT Namorita, and TOFT Kanoko will testify.

However if you'd prefer to breed a more Compact alpaca than the norm then little Nicky and her siblings  could provide
you with a very neat starter herd of smaller alpacas to get you going. If this is your preference than please get in touch
because we could do a great deal on a package of the 'Family of Nessa' a line of very cute alpacas all with a easy going
temprament, all halter trained and easy to handle. packed with top quality genetics, carrying good fine fleeces  with a
tendency to throw a smaller alpaca, but not always.



TOFT LITTLE NICKY - is pregnant for 2024 to  our Champion Dark Fawn Stud Male HERTS The Big Bopper.  

EDD: 30 /05/2024

Name of covering male: HERTS THE BIG BOPPER (SDF) (Dark Fawn)
Last Mating Date: 14th June 2023
Estimated Date Cria Due (Pregnant Female): 14th May 2024
Number of Crias bred from female: 0

TOFT LITTLE NICKY


